
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List D-14: Ending With -le/-el

Spelling Words Review

carousel

middle

eagle

chuckle

cancel

jewel

channel

multiple

kennel

bicycle

   towel

noodle

pickle

vowel 

parallel 

couple

wiggle

barrel 

 scramble

caramel

potatoes

wolves

women

Challenge

vehicle

wrinkle

Answer the questions.

1.  Which word has the long oo sound, like you hear in moon?                  ______________________

2.  How many syllables does the word jewel have?     ______________________

3.  Which of your spelling words contains the long i sound?     ______________________

4.  Identify the spelling word that has both a hard c and soft c in it.     ______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a cloth used for drying           _________________________

6.  a large, majestic bird           _________________________

7.  place where a dog is kept or contained                                  _________________________

8. a, e, i, o, or u                           _________________________

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    macrale      ___________________     hint: a sweet, chewy candy

10.  puleco         ___________________    hint: a pair, usually two 

11.  heclkuc        ___________________    hint: laugh

12.  mcesrlab      ___________________    hint: mix up 
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Name: _________________________________                     List D-14: Ending w/ -le/-el

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

carousel multiple middle parallel

barrel channel wiggle       pickle

13.  Nadia's favorite  ________________________  to watch on television is the Food Network.   

14.  The two main roads run  ________________________  to each other, so they will never cross.   

15.  Rachel is the  ________________________  child in a family of three children. 

16. The sandwich came with chips on the side and a  ________________________ .  

17. The wagon was carrying a  ________________________  of apple cider from the farm. 

18. My little brother only likes to ride on the  ________________________  at the amusement park. 

19. Landon thought the  ________________________  choice questions on the test were easy. 

20. The mother watched her baby  ________________________  back and forth in the crib. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word has the fewest syllables? ___________________________

22. Name the review word that contains a short i sound. ___________________________

23. Identify the review word with the most syllables. ___________________________

24. Which challenge word begins with a silent consonant? ___________________________
           

25. Identify the challenge word that is another name for “car.” ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words

List D-12: More Plurals

Spelling Words Review

carousel

middle

eagle

chuckle

cancel

jewel

channel

multiple

kennel

bicycle

   towel

noodle

pickle

vowel 

parallel 

couple

wiggle

barrel 

 scramble

caramel

potatoes

wolves

women

Challenge

vehicle

wrinkle

Answer the questions.

1.  Which word has the long oo sound, like you hear in moon? noodle   

2.  How many syllables does the word jewel have?  two syllables     

3.  Which of your spelling words contains the long i sound?  bicycle  

4.  Identify the spelling word that has both a hard c and soft c in it.  cancel    

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  a cloth used for drying              towel

6.  a large, majestic bird              eagle

7.  place where a dog is kept or contained   kennel                              

8. a, e, i, o, or u     vowel         
            

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    macrale     caramel      hint: a sweet, chewy candy

10.  puleco       couple     hint: a pair, usually two 

11.  heclkuc      chuckle      hint: laugh

12.  mcesrlab    scramble    hint: mix up 
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Name: _________________________________                     List D-14: Ending w/ -le/-el

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

carousel multiple middle parallel

barrel channel wiggle       pickle

13.  Nadia's favorite channel to watch on television is the Food Network.   

14.  The two main roads run parallel to each other, so they will never cross.   

15.  Rachel is the middle child in a family of three children. 

16. The sandwich came with chips on the side and a pickle.  

17. The wagon was carrying a barrel of apple cider from the farm. 

18. My little brother only likes to ride on the carousel at the amusement park. 

19. Landon thought the multiple choice questions on the test were easy. 

20. The mother watched her baby wiggle back and forth in the crib. 

Answer the questions.

21.  Which review word has the fewest syllables? wolves

22. Name the review word that contains a short i sound. women  

23. Identify the review word with the most syllables. potatoes

24. Which challenge word begins with a silent consonant? wrinkle  
           

25. Identify the challenge word that is another name for “car.” vehicle   
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